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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, May 15, 1941
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AWAKENING FROM
LONG INDIFFERENCE
Shameful neglect of a patriotic duty extending over more than a century will be
wiped out as result of a campaign inaugurated by Hambleton Tapp, a school teacher,
when Kentuckians provide a fitting memorial
to General George Rogers Clark through a
plan evolved by the Louisville man.
A State memorial to the Revolutionary
War hero, who with his little band of intrepid
Kentuckians and a few friendly Indians
opened the Northwest by extending the
boundaries of his country from the Ohio
river to the Great Lakes, should have been
built many years ago. That General Clark's
tomb, in Cave Hill Cemetery, Louisville, is
AO inconspicious as almost to require a guide
for the average visitor to find and see it, has
long filled many Kentuckians with shame.
And themarker there was not provided by
the State but by a descendant, R. Thurston
Ballard, of Louisville.
These and others impelled by pride in
the glorious chapter of history written by
the warrior credited by Theodore Roosevelt,
in his "Winning of the West," with having
contributed more than all but a few of his
countrymen dream toward the ultimate victory of Washington's tattered army, now
have opportunity to right the wrong which
Indifference has done.
Gov. Keen Johnson has agreed to proclaim November 19 as "George Rogers Clark
Day." Teachers in schools will be asked to
have programs upon Clark's achievements
throughout the following week and it is
hoped each child will give a nickle to the
fund. In this manner, it is believed, about
$35,000 will be provided. Each school also is
asked to have a Clark play, pageant or show
of some kind, that same week, with proceeds
going to the memorial fund; and this is expected to add another $55,000. All civic,
patriotic and historic organizations in the
State are asked to have meetings and to
-urge each member to give up to $1 .. . providing the remainder of Mr. Tapp's goal of
$100,000.
The Kentucky Educational Association's
board of directors has given its approval, the
Filson Club is actively fostering the campaign, the Kentucky Historical Society has
endorsed it and John W. Brooker, State superintendent of public instruction, is lending
his support, as are heads of all Kentucky
colleges.
The Leader has no definite Information
as yet regarding what form the Clark memorial Will take but rejoices in this new
evidence that the fine sensitiveness for
which Kentuckians are supposed to be noted

has not become so blunted as to ignore perpetually the honorable claim of this great
early hero of our State.
Would that another school teacher, some
obscure lawyer, a good stay-at-home quilt
maker or all of those humble Individuals
who really make Kentucky great would take
it upon themselves to launch a campagin
which would have for ita purpose an all-out
awakening of Kentuckians to the fact that
they are, and have been for more than 100
years, tarnishing Kentucky's fair name by
their great indifference to her imperishable
heritage of honor, valor and glory.
•
SURE PROFIT FEEDING
Cattle feeding has long been considered
something of a gamble, but 12 years of feeding trials at the agricultural college of the
University of Illinois have proved that it can
be made a "sure thing," according to F. J.
Keilholz, extension editor of the university.
Not since 1930 have cattle fed the university's standard ration failed to return
more than the market price of the feed they
ate, and the most profitable lots of cattle returned 37 cents a bushel above the market
price of the corn consumed, after deducting
the cost of other feeds and all other expenses.
The most profitable ration included a
protein supplement, usually soybean oil meal,
which has been found so highly desirable as
a protein ingredient of stock feeds through
years of tests at leading experiment stations
throughout the country.
These tests have been conducted in the
feeding of beef cattle, dairy cows, sheep,
hogs, poultry and all domestic animals, with
the most gratifying success. As a consequence, the demand for soybean oil meal has
increased amazingly. The View of nutritional
experts generally was recently expressed by
a leading Illinois authority, J. W. Hayward.
•

What Other

Editors Say:

PATRIOTIC BUSINESSMEN
Allegations that the management group
of American business is a stronghold of appeasement policy, and that it would therefore produce a troublesome bottleneck in our
efforts to produce war materials, are conclusively refuted in a poll of that group just
completed by Fortune Magazine. "Almost all
the top men in business management" were
included in this poll, Fortune states. Of the
total, 84.1 percent agreed that a Hitler victory would have very serious consequences
for us, and that it should be prevented at
almost any cost. That the armament program must be pressed vigorously forward
was the opinion of 90.6 percent. Nearly half
of this group asserted that it should be
pushed even at the expense of "business as
usual."
The question "How do you regard what
the following have recently had to say about
United States foreign policy?" brought an
interesting response: Thirty-four percent
approved of Roosevelt's recent utterances;
37.7 percent gave Roosevelt qualified approval; 17 percent disapproved. On Willkie's
utterances, the figures were: Approval, 52.6
percent; qualified approval, 29.3; disapproval, 11.6 percent. Contrast these with the
reaction to the recent statements of Lindbergh and Wheeler: Approval, Lindbergh,
13.8 percent; qualified approval, 17.6 percent; disapproval, 55.4. For Wheeler the
figures were: Approval, 11.8 percent; qualified approval, 14.8 percent; disapproval, 55.4.
Thus, it is evident that the appeasement
or peace-at-any-price sentiment has no substantial following in the group, where it has
been charged it was strongest. If industry
seems to be lagging in some phases of armament production—as indeed it does—there
appears to be scant basis for ascribing the
lag to obstructionist tactics, or lack of cooperative effort on the part of management.
A substantial portion is ready to go ahead
even at the expense of "business as usual."
It remains for national leadership to give the
word that will put industry into such all-out
production without further delay.
(The Chicago Daily News)
•
A conservative is a man who has something to conserve.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
New York City, biggest town in
the world (Oh yes it is, since London has been evacuated by so
many) will stage its first County
Fair since 1897 this year.
In Madison Square Garden, Sept.
10-20, the American Institute, with
member clubs in 46 states, will
sponsor this county fair, accredited by the New York State Department of Agriculture. It will feature exhibits of livestock, farm
products, scientific and electrical
diaplays from all over New York,
have a midway and carnival, show
everything any rural fair possesses, except trotting and automobile races.
•
"Looks like there won't be any
Tobacco Festival this year," several more or less ardent well wishers of that event have remarked
recently ... Seems as tho few of
those who think the Festival a
swell idea want to get under any
major portion of the heavy load.
•
What about a three-day county
fair? More than 80 successful
county fairs were held in Kentucky last year, a remarkable revival of the community get-together which for many years held
first place in the affections of millions of Americans . . . Kentucky
State Fair last year was best ever,
most largely attended, showing
growing interest of the people of
this agricultural State.
•
Princeton has sub -experiment
station, one of the very best county agents to be found anywhere,
a CCC organization which would
furnish able leaders for the fair,
numerous breeders of fine horses,
cattle and sheep, tobacco growers
who win prizes in competitions at
Hopkinsville and elsewhere, every
year; one of the State's leading
apple growers, old - timers who
could put on a barbecue that would
attract thousands, quiltera. canners
and Homemakers who could pre-sent a splendid show of culimary
and domestic arts ... Innumerable
right-at-home products of field and
factory which could be the basis
of competition and exhibition the
like of which the so-called "good
old days" never approached.
•
It would be easy to promote a
county fair . . . There would be
no $2,500 guarantee to an outside
semi-professional concern, to put
on an amateur pageant . . . that
might result in a big financial loss
if weather turned unpropitious .. ,
The shows, contests and exhibitions would cost nothing, except
the prizes and premiums.

BY G. M. P.

And, on the experience of 80odd other Kentucky counties last
year, as recorded in a published
book issued by the State Department of Agriculture, success is assured before the start; doubt about
which seems to be one of the
hazards which frightens those asked to head the Festival this year.
•
Now, I am not hunting me up a
job, could not get under any more
heavy labor loads right now, on
account of work to which I already
owe my time . . But, with plenty
of agricultural leaders in town and
county, there is no reason to anticipate lack of cooperation or active
leadership in promoting a county
fair.
•
A fair would be right down the
alley of Johnny Graham, S. J. Lowery, Lowery Caldwell, C. A. Whittaker, Leonard Groom, W. G. McConnell, W. D. Armstrong, Brad
Lacy, Carl Sparks, Dique Satterfield, B. T. Daum ... literally scores
of other civic-minded agricultural
leaders in the community. There
is certainly plenty of talent to take
hold and make a huge success of
a county fair.
•
If Pennyriler had known as many
tall tales about the old Harpending
house last week as he has heard
since the Leader's feature story
and picture were published would
not have needed anything else to
fill that issue of the paper.
Even Bill, who never heard of
the place until last Tuesday,
came
in with one about Asberry
Harpending having escaped from his
retreat in a coffin ... And the
Satterfields have been busy entertaining scores of curious visitors,
who
wanted to see the old place
before
it passes forever ... These
hunted
for subterranean passages,
underground dungeons, hide-sways,
secret trap-doors and the
like . . .
and found many interestin
g things.
•
Barney Linton, usually shy
and
retiring young gent,
recently
crowded the more assertive
pet of
our neighborhood, his
sister, Bet,
temporarily out of the picture
. ..
for Barney is proud
possessor of a
galloping jalopy; and has
become,
overnight, the envy of all
and sundry youngsters out our
way.
•
Hithertefore interested only
in
his newspaper route and
his
Barney is now emulating farm,
his famous namesake the late
Mr. Oldfield . . . but it is hinted
his love
for his motorcar waned
appreciably
when he found out
how
hard earned nickles melt rapidly
when fed
into a gasoline tank.
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By Howard W. Blak
Associated Press Scie
Urbana, Illinois —An
change on the surface of
has been found at the U
of Illinois.
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around ten millionths of
pere. This current flows
scalp, showing that the
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ly during anesthesia
sciousness.
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increase the strength of
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eta, or in the proportion of total
tax levies to the taxpayers' income.
Per capita tax collections run
C. A. Horn, principal of Butler
in the U. S. than in Enghigher
High School, has received anleek Stinnett
because there are many
B
land
IlujoWItt
nouncement of establishment of
more people in this country with
By John (Selby
10 new honor scholarships at
Washington --It may be noth- lafger taxable incomes. This Is
Centre College, Danville, for
particularly true in the $2,000
which students in the upper 10 ing for Joe Doaks to get jubilant
"Lovers Are Losers," by Roland percent of the 1941 graduating about, but his income tax bur- to $10,000 and teem up to the
income brackets.
Class proudly
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otten the first day geles. Here it crops out in a star-spangled bathing suit, featuring,
boy- it's done would give any youth- by the English.
when you enjoyed (surprise!) red, white and blue. The suit is of cotton, with a jersey the more so by an unlucky
hood experience. He yearns for ful play-writing aspirant reason
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of
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l
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f ars them. Gerry is the extro- pie and an idea and mulls over man, woman and child in .the
tine you ran 60 yards l years of hard knocks and an-! course, unpredictable "Tiek"
yearn- them for weeks. Then she does States compared with 6180 for
ovm while the whole guish filled days when even the' still here to keep the merry-go- vert who does very little
ComMg. Because of their differ- months of research on the idea. every person in the United King- In Standard Old Line
red and called you God of Justice seems asleep at ' round from halting.
panies . . . Safety for Your
posis
true
friendship
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dom.
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it
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She
memothrows
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the switch.
1
all the other
SHORT STORID3 . . . Mildred sible. How close it is neither fore she starts writing, but the
Taxes, however, are not paid I Property end Peace of Mind
along with that
Experts
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of
bang-up
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basis.
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until
number
capita
events,
realizes
per
a
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1 for Yourself.
work clarifies her thoughts.
MAIN-STREET PARADE . . .
le four years of real
er and really loves the game and the last of these Michael's marWhen she finally begins to here say the so-called per capita
Jewell Mitchell, as usual, with
. . . Her husban' Wii- rage to a go-getter, show the write she hammers away on her payment is not a real gauge of
denies
Bllly McConnell and several in
son, who soloed last week in air strength of the bond. And typewriter anywhere from one the pinch on the taxpayers. The
vent and you never town are wondering when that
school was as nervous as en- Sarah, who is Michael's wife, to twelve hours a day for about simplest way to measure that
Phone 25
diploma will fade boy met girl situation will come
gaged junior high school girl determines to-break it up.
I pinch, say the experts, is the
Princeton, Ky.
a year.
d to a remote cor- to a climax before flowery altar
onokn
irac
comaceatb
just before test and then went
in iv s ionfta
This is an absurdly bare syn
"I always think the last play, comparative
flowers you saved . .
Louard Egbert and Jean
. . opals. Actually, the book is full was easier to
on to make a perfect sho
persons
write
than
this
banquet
will
with
hand
actor
strolling hand - in Stanley Sanders, air - student of beautifully reported incident, 1 one," she told me. "And my
finally crumble away naught but joyful expressions ...
here to study under Mr. Moore and some clever analysis. It I friends say I act as though I'd
ks you kept will be Mary Edna Pickens strolling
at Sweeney's Field, is A-1 and covers a good many places and' never written one before. Then
attic nuisances be- homeward at five, arms filled
should be circulating ..."Foots" introduces a vast list of char- 1 when it's finished. I miss the
years . . But the with groceries, situation created
Loftus, now a railroad employe, rioters, every one realized per- 1 work terribly and it seems the
mories of ecstacy by "Slugger" Pickens' love for
divides his time between work teals,. I have no intention of whole idea that I wrote the play
LOANS UP TO $300
1 life will stay til horsehide play . . . Julia Mae
and Eddyville and thus is lost giving away the end, but. I do myself must be a dream."
.. even after college wadlington hurrying somewhere
ad or write Letter for immediate servie. . . .
this
MaU
In that cars,
to Main Street .
intend to point out one thing ' "Why do I do it? Well I want
. Writs
Loans for all purposes... Absolute privacy
foolish reflection and
never knowing exactly too, the whole town wonders
which will perhape help the to say something and that's the
intormatiosi ... No obligation to borrow ...
same
for
what you've made it where . . . Junior Joiner peering
when wedding bells are to peal reader. This is the fact that only way I have of saying it."
I gratulations every from door of hardware shop at
Name
out news of their life pact . . . Sarah was a fool.
Miss Hellman, who was born
aptured one of you, bevy of passing gals . . Ralph
Address
Mary Wilson Baker is greatly inShe causes all the difficulties I in New Orleans, began to scribyou have finished Kevil with a leaning tower attiterested In the Hopkinsville mar- because she is one of those wo- ble poetry and short stories
Amount you wish to borrow
t more becauseyou tude in front of a men's shop
ket, as tobacco sales come to end, men who demand the same when she was about ten. After
a grand battle and awaiting customers.
they say.
obedience from a husband they she had finished her first story
it as.1 mental endemand from a dog. If Michael —a tale about a man who died
FLOWERS . . . To the Butler
keep on going thru
PERSONAL . . . Just what
•'R FINANCE CORP. OF KY. Inco,perged
had had the sense to bash her laughing—she told all the kids
could the ring worn by Dot Cole- seniors for a realistic, entertain- face in just once, everything on the block, "It's awfully deep
man mean? Is it true she is ing presentation of "Charm would have been well. But Mich- —it's so deep I don't even unRooms 2 and 3, Chickascrw Building
dlated for permanent things at School" last Friday night. A. G., ael could not do that, because derstand it myself."
Hopkir_sville, Kentucky
Henderson? A fine singer she is, Rusty, Lisanby, Phillip, Sarah he was the sort who would fall
After she had whipped thr,1
..vith perhaps a bright future, Goodwin, Dot Thatcher, Caroline in love with a Sarah.
(Continued on Page 6)
much to promising for her to as- Jones and the girls who played
stuSchool
Charm
the
of
parts
•'
.
now
duties
household
.;ume
Not much of Anne Collier's heart. dents, all did their jobs like real
left in Kentucky now with troopers and not a person in the
Shrewsbury and Pete both gone audience was anything but well
South to bigger lives . . . Of pleased with the performance.
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neat of vegetables and meats. See
the famous Broiler that gives
you savory, sizzling steaks with
a "chatcoalike" broil. Sec the
many other advanced features of
this clean, cool, fast, low-cost
way to cook.

You save all the flavor and juices
when you cook with a General
Electric Range.Its"Flavor-Saver"
Oven seals-in moisture and taste.
Come in and see how it's done!
See the Deep Well Thrift Cooker
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1 sign hanging over Dodge Fluid
Drive. With shifting and clutching
reduced to the vanishing point,Dodge
Fluid Drive goes out and does its stuff
without the aid of extra devices for
shifting, yet giving you positive control at all times—and nothing new to
learn. Ahd HERE'S THE RESULT!
America has awarded Dodge a
volume of sales EILICCC813 that leads
everything in its field. And you'll see
why—when you
see your Dodge
dealer and go for
your first All.
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Injured In Vain Effort To Save Her Son
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background of high grades all
the way through school. She
represented Butler this year in
interpretive reading contests at
Hopkinsville and has entered
several contest in other years,
with meritorious success. She
starred in both junior and senior
plays and is one of the most
popular students at Butler, consistently humorous and never
lacking in spirit and enthusiasm.
Mtn Loretta Ashley, daughter
Miss Goodwin, with a proud
Is
today
Ashley,
Blaine
Mrs.
a/
toss of her head and a noticeable
county
Caldwell
the
leading
sparkle In her eyes, said TuesStrawberry Queen race with a day her faultless attendance recAshMiss
votes.
total of 27,900
ord could be attributed to her
ley is an attractive I7-year-old mother's and dad's diligence in
and
student
Butler High School
insisting she answer all school
one of the flag carriers in the bells no matter how sleepy she
the
high school band. She was
happened to be. Sara said the
first entrant in the queen's con- reason she was never ill after
test, being nominated early last, starting to school was because
her older brothers and sisters
brought every disease imaginable
home to her before she was 5
years old.
Miss Goodwin is a commercial
student and will enter college
next fall.
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Miss Anna Louise Bryant, pretty 17-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. R. Bryant, was sec---ond in the race this morning 111•111...110."....M11
dude Thomas Cayce and Car
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with a total of 20,200 votes.
Murphey, Cobb; Denver Sons
The contest will continue unForrest Rusting, Farmersand
til midnight Monday, May 26,
ville, and James Martin and
when all coupon votes must have
Frank Linton, Princeton.
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addition to ratings received for
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a
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ticipate with
tie Ann Dalton,
be
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Day
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Club
A
Festival
who
of
title
the
community
beauties for
the Fredonia
Peanuts are called "groundQueen at the Western Kentucky died at the home of her son, held here with a meeting of all
Paducah,
Strawberry Festival,
Wilton Dalton, Wednesday night, Caldwell 4-H Clubs in the circuit nuts" in Africa.
Thursday,'Friday and Saturday, May 7, at 11 o'clock, were held court room of the Caldwell counJune 5, 6 and 7. The Festival Thursday at the Norman ceme- ty courthouse Saturday, May 17
Queen will receive $50 in cash. tery with the Rev. Mr. Boutcher beginning at 9 o'clock, Assistant
County Agent Wilson Routt said
Each county Queen will have an officiating.
all-expense-paid trip to Paducah
Mrs. Dalton was the former Wednesday.
Programs will consist of demfor the three-day Festival, dur- Miss Bettie Ann Nelson. She was
ing which time she will partici- married to T. H. Dalton, who onstration team contests for boys
pate in a lavish entertanment died in 1879. To the marriage and a dress review for girls.
A. C. Brown, field agent for 4-H
program.
seven children were born, four
work, Kentucky College of
of whom preceded their mother Club
the
In death. A member of the Flat- Agriculture, will be judge for
for
rock Church since an early age, demonstration work. Judge
the dress review, under direction
i Mrs. Dalton lived a consistently
will be
Christian life and was well of Miss Nancy 8crugham,
known in her community for her Miss Eleanor Whittinghill, Cadiz.
Youths who will participate in
unselfishness.
the demonstration contests inShe Is survived by three children, Wilton, Melon and L,ennel Tromble, Henry Polk, Pratt McDalton; a brother, William Nel- Neeley, David Merrick, Frank
son, 12 grandchildren, 12 great- Southern and Will Henry Deboe.
grandchildren and several nieces
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and nephews.
§
Flower girls at the services included Misses Georgie Dalton,
Stockholders' meeting of
Esta Bell Dalton, Elizabeth Dalthe Princeton Athletic
ton, Mary Belle Beavers; MesAssociation at Geo. Coon
dames Erma Tosh and Ethel GilLibrary, Thursday, May
bert.
22, 17:30 p.m.
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Careers and houses are
not handed you wrapped
in cellophane—and they
must be protected by insurance as solid and reliable as a good house
foundation. With these
thoughts in mind, we offer congratulations . .
Grads!
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went to the senior

More than 125
Butler High Sch
sociation and th
ating class of 1
hers of the Booklovrta' tained with a
held its regular meeting of Mr. and Mrs
, May 9, with a dinner at eon's home on
Princeton Hotel. All mem- Tuesday afterni
sod the following guests O'clock.
resent: Mrs. C. J. Pollard, Butler graduat
Alward Bagshaw, Mrs. R.I about MOO we

klovers' Club
Regular Session

Blouses are sensible —but
have the power to make or
break your effect. Give her
several, assuring her the
right blouse for the right
occasion.

Both the insurance policy and school diploma help to
insure success financially and socially! Each is a means
toward reaching a goal . . . each is almost a necessity
for the realization of dreams. Allow us to recommend
the right kind of insurance for you.
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Your little girl is no longer
a "little girl.' She is now
a "young lady"—with fastidious tastes and ideas of
tier own. On this all importane day of her graduation, please her ideals of
roung womanhood by gilvbig her the most "grownup" gift: Something smart
to wear!

Right now her r
mean more tha.'.
thing. Let her
own selection
complete stock.
surely satisfied

A Princeton Home usually becomes a Hotel of one kind

or other in the summer months—If it isn't tourist or

Enjoy Finer Tone and
Amazing Performance!

relations, it's moths—Tourists are o.k.—We can't say
much for relations—But we're Death on Moths.

Protect Your Clothes ...
Send Them To HENRYS.
We clean them properly and store them in moth-proof
bags, in perfect safety from moths, during summer
months.
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BATTIRY BLOCK
•Isest doublet ea p•Ctt) st
1/5 Io CON.
•NEW LOW-DRAIN TUBES
cut current drain 2/5.

•NEW HIGH-OUTPUT
SPEAKER give. watt
award) tone.
•SPECIALLY -DESIGNED
FARM RADIO CIRCUIT
gets more stet,nm.
•Solt•Coataiaral Bantry Bleck
83.50 Extra.

Costs less to buy. . less to operate.
No wet batteries to pay for and recharge . . . no wind chargers. You
actually save 2/3 of battery cost and
current drain! Programs take on new
life, new richness. Finer tone, more
stations, greater power ... even in
daytime! See this amazing Phila.
90CH Farm Radio now!

'4kb)
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Now, at last, she may have
the underwear she's longed
for. No longer must she
think of sturdy undergarments for school--she may
have laces and frills to her
Sheer loveliness in hosiery heart's content. Delight
her with a gift of these.
that's durable and wearable. A gift that is always
right --always welcome.
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Regular services will be held
at the First Christian Church
Sunday, Wednesday night and
throughout the week, at the regular hours: Bible School Sunday
at 9:45 am.; morning worship at
10:56—including the Lord's Supper and sermon, as well as good
gospel singing, the reading of
God's Word, and the prayers,
Christian Endeavor for all children and young people at 6:30
p.m.; evening worship at 7:30;
mid-week service 7:30 p.m. Wednesdays.
Preaching Sunday will be by
Rev. Charles P. Brooks, Bard.
well, Ky. He will bring good
gospel messages morning and
night and every member of the
church is urged to be present,
and the public is cordially invited.
Mr. Brooks will be in Princeton from Friday noon through
Sunday to visit some to become
better acquainted before Sunday. It is hoped that he may be
privileged to meet as many of
the members and the citizens
(who are not members) as possible.
W. B. Davis, Chairman,
Pulpit and Worship Committee.
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d Mrs. E. A. Turley,
have announced the
of their daughter, Esto Clifton Towery, oldest
fr. and Mrs. Hubert Tow- ,
week-end. Mrs. Towery
dest daughter of Mr. and
ley. They will make
me in the Cresswell secCaldwell county.

Mrs. Purdy To
Give Recital

Piano Recital At
Butler Avditorium

Mrs. Homer Purdy will give a
piano recital in the auditorium
at Butler High School Monday
night, May 19, at 7:30 o'clock.
The public is cordially invited.

Mrs. Everett Cherry will have
a piano recital of her pupils at
Butler Hi auditorium Thursday
night at 7:30 o'clock, to which
the public is cordially invited.

Card of Thanks

Personals

We take this opportunity to
thank the many friends who
were so kind during the recent
tragic death of our son and
brother, Dennis Reddick. For
the wonderSul sympathy extended us by Mr. Homer Brown and
Rev. L. L. Spurlin and the countless friends and neighbors who
so willingly came with tender
comfort and solace we offer
thanks that could hardly be expressed by mere words. And for
the beautiful floral offerings and
the unselfish service rendered
by everyone we extend heartfelt,
sincere appreciation.
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey Reddkk,
and Family.

Louard Egbert, Jackson, Miss.,
visited his wife, the former Jean
Blythe, here last week.

Studio officials lost not time
in packing Marjorie Woodworth
(above) off to Cambridge, Mass.,
after she received an invitation
to attend the Harvard Lampoon's
spring dance as guest of honor.
The invitation, signed by "Coles
Phlnizy, President," called her
"the most promising beauty in
Miss Woodworth
Hollywood."
accepted it at face value and
ly the largest crowd
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
left Hollywood by train.
attend a senior play at
Sunday School, 9:45; morning
(AP Telemat)
attended when the seniors
worship, 11:00, Rev. Buell Wells;
harm School" last FigTraining Union, 6:15; evening terian Church, Nashville, Tenn.,
worship, 7:15; Rev. Buell Wells. will preach at the Central Presht in the auditorium at
Rev. Buell Wells will supply byterian Church next Sunday at
High School. Included in
at both worship services while I both morning and evening worwere A. G. Butler, CharA cherry insist silk crepe is the basis of this sweet and pretty
the pastor is at the Southern ship services-10:45 and 7:15.
by, Herman Mitchell,
spring ensemble. The wool coat is blue-gray to match the backJohnston. Otis Wood. Dot
Baptist Convention in Birming- The pastor, Rev. E. E. Diggs, Jr.,
news,
gloves—they're
print
silk
the
of
the
print.
ground
Note
color
Sarah
will preach in Nashville, this
ham.
es Caroline Jones,
launched at a recent California fashion show. You'll be seeing
Prayer meeting this week will being a friendly exchange of
Jane Gregory, Margrey
too.
cotton
print
gloves,
on Thursday night at 7:15. pulpits for the day. All memWanda Smith, Hazel
and Dorothy Jones. The H. Dalzell, Mrs W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. Harralson, president of the Mr. Harold Hollowell will be in bers are urged to be present for
charge. The young people are the services next Sunday. The
directed by Miss Vir- Mrs. J M. Pool and Mrs. George Association, presided.
this public is cordially invited to atBoston and James Shrews- Pettit. Mrs. Pool discussed "PoeThe tea was beautifully car- especially invited to attend
tend. Sunday School, with a
Large attendance and ex- try Today in America," using Tied with a pleasing arrange- service.
class for all, meets at 9:45 am.
presentation marked the "Another World" for a reference. ment in the attractive lawn's
NASHVITIP MINIS rsstt AT
the most successful sennatural setting. Several addressOGDEN MEMORIAL
CENTRAL CHURCH
vent In many years at Butes by various representatives of
,
T. Younger,
METHODIST CHURCH
eds went to the senior
s classes over a period of 40 years,I The Rev. John
.
I
W. Leroy Baker, Pastor
pastor of the Cleveland Preaby-trip fund.
were features of the program.
Sunday School, 9:45: Epworth
League meetings, 6:30; prayer
More than 125 members of the
services Wednesday. 7:30.
Butler High School Alumni As"The Sufficiency of Christ"
sociation and the Butler graduMrs. Charles Ratliff entertainwill be the subject for Sunday:
ating class of 1941 were enterp.m.—
Thursday, May 15, 2:00
morning sermon. Wednesday,
tts of the Booklovers• tained with a tea on the lawn ed the Gradatim Club WednesHomemakers, Mrs. May 21, Dr. J. W. Weldon will be
reid its regular meeting of Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Harrel- day, May 7, at the home of her Cadiz Road
hostess.
with us and we will have our
May 9, with a dinner at son's home on West Main street daughter, Mrs. William Rice. Connie Davis,
Thursday, May 15, 2:00 p.m.— third quarterly conference. We
ce•on Hotel. All mem- Tuesday afternoon from 2 to 5 Fifteen members were present.
Mrs. Dorothy It. de Sano, Phil- Friendship Homemakers, Mrs. invite you to all of our services.
and the following guests o'clock.
Ragan Cummins, hostess.
present: Mrs. C. J. Pollard,
Butler graduating classes from adelphia, Pa., was a guest.
Friday, May 16, 10:00 a.m.—
Mrs. Frank Linton reviewed
Edward Bagshaw, Mrs. R. about 1900 were represented.
Homemakers,
— "Three Steers,' by Miss Cornelia Eddyville Road
nri•••••001••••••••••••••••••••1•••"•••••••••140.111tli •1•411 161 ,14
Mrs. G. C. Hayes, hostess.
Spencer.
Monday, May 19. 2:00 p.m.—
At the close of the review simple refreshments were served and Hopson Homemakers, Mrs. R. K.
the club adjourned to meet May Stroube, hostess.
Tuesday, May 20, 2:00 p.m.—
41.
Otter Pond Homemakers, Mrs.
Sanford Murphey has return- Guy Shoulders, hostess.
Wednesday, May 21, 2:00 p.m.
ed to his home here from Murray where he bas been attending —Crider Homemakers, Mrs. A. D.
McElroy, hostess.
college at Murray State.

e Attendance
nior Play

Paul Morgan was in Clarksville, Tenn., Tuesday on business.
•••
1
Betty Lee Blackburn, Bethel
College student, visited her parents here last week-end.
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John Keeney, Murray State
College, visited his family and
attended the commencement exercises here this week.
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BETTE'S

Filmdom's greatest
in a love story
actress
tailor-made to her talents!

BETTE

GEORGE

DAVIS13RENT

TONIGHT
— and —

FRIDAY

GOOBER
and his

KENTUCKIANS
BEST!

— featuring —
LITTLE SISTER LILLIE
COUSIN DIXIE BELLE
COTTON CARRIER
CHUBBY DINK
and
BASHFUL BOB
in a big 30-minute
music and fun show.
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Isrineet4ori Shoe Co.
Fine Shoes Fitted by X-Ray
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7,
MATINEE
NIGHT
Open 12 Noon 1 Open 6 P.m
I Admission
Admission
lac & 2Se
lac & 22c
Stage Show at 2:30 and 8:50
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de HAVILLAND
THE

BLONDE

with RITA HAYWORTH

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.
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Bombers Boll Off Assembly Line At Night

Caldwell County Hninemakers
aliUlubs were represented at the
siannual district meeting of the
Etantucky Homemakers' Federaltion, held at Calhoun, Friday,
.Say 2, by a delegation of 30 del-

The appeal for more milk pro'ducts for defense found the
...cows on American farms already in high gear. Never in
,sall history was there such a flow
sot milk as was produced in the
;United States last year, and production is con'inuing at a high
'revel this spring, says a report
-aof the Department of Markets
-imad Rural Finance of the Ken-*tacky College of Agriculture.
Plans call for furnishing large
"quantities of dried milk and
cheese and other dairy products
"
,
In condensed form to save shipswing space, vegetables, meat and
lard to Britain. The government
'Neill support prices, so farmers
zsna,y find produotiOn profitable.

By J. M. Dlshman, M.D.
Health Officer
All parents want their children to have full benefit, of
health services and health Information which modern &Menai

nerves, eyes and

the body. But once it
a foothold, it ni %et
until it ls recognized
State Does Part In
by treatment.
For
Increase Asked
Long - range pian3
has made available. Even before
Defense
a baby is born, its health and health of children si
welfare become the first concern blood tests fur al; 4
J. E. Humphrey, poultry speof its father and mother.
young folk, so parent,
Agriculof
College
the
cialist of
On Child Health Day, May 1, whether
children hay,
ture, Vold poultry leaders of the
nathe
of
fathers
and
mothers
Syphilis. If they are
county Tuesday, May 6, at a
consider
to
asked
that tion were

Mrs. J. M. Dishman
Song Leader For
Calhoun Sessions

Mesdames J. M. Dishman and
40tho Towery appeared on the
\program in the role of song leadsena About 585 women attended
sithe meeting which included clubs
In Caldwell, Hopkins, Henderson,
"Trigg, Union, Daviess, MuhlenJberg, Ohio and Webster countiee.
The Caldwell delegation inminded Mesdames J. M. Distunan,
-John Akridge, M. S. Lowery, O.
A_ Wilson, T. L. ()Tubbs, A. J.
Eldridge, Ferd Wadlington, W. P.
rawford, Claude Robinson, Bud
Scott, Press Blackburn, A. H.
Oliver, Ray Martin, L. B. Sims,
'EL C. McConnell, 0. B. BatterEel, Lee Mashburn, D. W. Bat, Iterfield, J. W. Crowe, Otho Tow'very, L. C. Foley, T. A. Bugg, J. D.
*Bugg, J. M. Terry, J. I. Lloyd,
James Mitchell and Cook Oliver;
'Misses Robbie Sims, Lucy MashThorn and Nancy Elicrugharn.

Kentucky Producing
More Butter, Eggs

Under powerful floodlights the night shift at the Locraheect aircraft plant, tsurbank. Calif.,
pushes work on this outdoor final assembly line of Hudson bombers for the coastal command of
the British Royal Air Force. In the foreground are bombing planes receiving the last construction touches before being given a coat of camouflage paint. In the background is a large group
being prepared for delivery shipments. More than 10,000 of the 28,930 employes of the affiliated
(Associated Press Telemat)
Lockheed and Vega companies are on night duty.

These Women
(Continued from Page 3)
several years at New York University and Columbia, young
Lillian Hellman got an errandrunning Job in a New York publishers office. That paid expenses while she wrote some
more. During the 2S's she was
married to Arthur Kober, movie
scenarist, and spent some time
in Hollywood, where she read
scenario scripts. After their divorce Miss Hellman went to
work in New York as a play
reader for Herman Shumlin, who
is now her producer, and gradually began writing plays.
Besides —The Watch on the
Rhine," she has chalked up two
Other Broadway successes, "The
Children's Hour" and The Little
Foxes."
She has also written the scenarios for the Hollywood movie
versions of "The Children's Hour"

and "The Little Foxes" at fees
which were many times what she
received as a script reader.
Miss Hellman lives on a 140acre farm near Pleasantsville,
N. Y., with a flock of leghorn
chickens, geese, pheasants, cows,
three poodles and a pony. Her
house—a big old-fashioned white
clapboard affair — is furnished
in a mixture of English Regency,
Victorian and French decor.
She doesn't get much writing
done there. —roc) many pleasant
things to do," she says. "To write
I'd rather be cooped up in a
New York apartment."
She loves beautiful clothes—
tailored suits, suave worldly
frocks and big hats. Her favorable fun is fishing, mostly the
deep-sea kind. Other distractions: Swimming, boating, cremin de fer and European travel.
"But what I really love," she
says, "is just to sit. It's wonderful."

Dates Of Meetings
For Sheep Men Set

meeting at the courthouse
Kentucky farms are contrabutine
their part toward increase of
poultry and eggs asked for by
the Department of Agriculture,
to increase these products as an
aid to National Defense.
The Department asked for an
increase over 1940 of 6 percent
in eggs and 15 percent In poultry, Mr. Humphrey said, and accurding to the best information
available. Kentucky farmers were
raising 20 percent more chickens
than in 1940. He recommends
that egg production in 1941 be
increased by (1) improved feeding. A balanced ration should
be used all through the summer
if maximum production is expected, (2) Keep hens free of
mites, lice, and internal parasites. These parasites prevent
many flocks from maximum production. (3) Do not sell any
hens capable of profitable production. He pointed out that it
is not advisable to hold culls on
the farm under any circumstances.
Mr. Humphrey in commenting
on the price supporting program
by the government, pointed out
that 22 cents a dozen, Chicago
basis, would be approximately
181/2 in Kentucky, and 15c on
live poultry would be approximately 14c in Kentucky.

chances for total health.

they should have the

examplhf eint
l
Control of venereal diseases s1bdIeh:outatreteeahrrtim
cilgo
istr.
enters early into the problem of
e rf
health for children. An expect- lii
conical
ant mother with syphilis needs
to be helped and her baby saved. blindness among see*,
Treatment which cures syphilis
in men and women will keep the
disease from an unborn baby.
Every mother should have a
blood test as soon as she knows
a baby is coming. If she has
syphilis, he can bear a healthy
child if the disease is treated
early.
Over the years we have become more skillful in recognition and treatment of syphilis.
Even children so unfortunate as
to be born with syphilis have a
good chance today to grow in
health and strength. It is well
to remember that many babies
born with syphilis appear well
and healthy. The disease can
work very slowly, attacking brain

A State meeting on June 2 and
a series of sectional meetings for
Kentucky sheep raisers are announced by Richard C. Miller of
the College of Agriculture, Lexington. Special attention will be
given to the control of parasites.
this will include a demonstration in the use of a portable dipp.ng vat. Types cf ewes suited
A Tip On Thinking
to Kentucky will be discussed,
With The Feet
as %Ill grass, hay and other
feeds.
Tulsa, Okla. 0'1—Clyde King,
The annual tour of sheep men,
Tulsa banker, finds a knowledge
which is usually held the day
of psychology most useful in his
after the Lexington meeting,
business.
this year will be on May 17, in
He advises lolling comfortably
order to accommodate out-ofin a chair, feet on the desk, and
state visitors attending the naperhaps even a cud of tobacco
tive lamb conference. All sheep
in the mouth.
men are invited to make this
"The customers, by golly, use
tour, which will include large
to mistrust a banker who sat up
and small flocks and will proalertly, with his hat on or even
vide an opportunity to see ewes
within reach," he points out.
of all the different types popular
in lamb production in Kentucky. "But when a banker can make
The tour will begin at the Live- himself comfortable, with his
stock Pavilion on the Expert- feet on the desk, you Just know
he's a banker with an easy con-.
Station farm at 8 o'clock.
a
The sectional meetings will be scientie."
at Henderson, May 27; Clintonfl
The United States has 1,200
May 28; Hopkinsville, May 29;
ctt4:11 mins.
c'
Hardinsburg, May 31; Spring- '
field, June 3; Monticello, June 4;
and Bowling Greon. June 5.

Eyes of infanta sore 10
infected with gonorrhea
dangered at birth. TN
eyes are protected from ,
gerous gonococcus gem
Mg a drop of silver
nitrate
eyes inunedlately after b
states require this pr
measure. 8everal dec
damage by gonorrhea a
for about 28 percent of
in children Today, an
blinded by gonorrhea
is a rarity.
John Bull's tax on c
20 cents a pack of 20,
with a present federal N
and proposed 8 cents a

this country.
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*When the 29,000,000th Ford rolled
recently from the assembly line, an alltime record for the industry was set.
29,000,000 units built by the same management and all bearing one name—a
name that has become one of the bestknown trade-marks in the world!
It is significant that this achievement
comes at a time when our country is
snaking a mighty effort to re-arm swiftly.
For to further that effort, to help speed
it along in any possible way, we have
offered the vast facilities of the Rouge
Plant and every ounce of our experience.
As you read this, a new $21,000,000
Ford airplane engine plant, started only
last fall, is nearly completed. A new magnesium alloy plant, one of the few in the

country,is already in production on lightweight airplane engine castings. Work
is right now under way on a new
$18,000,000 plant for mass production
of big bomber assemblies. Orders have
been filled for military vehicles of several
types, including army reconnaissance
cars, staff cars and bomb service trucks.
In the midst ofthis activity for National
Defense, building the 29 millionth Ford
car is simply one part of the day's work.
The public has acclaimed the 1941
Ford car as the finest in Ford history. Ford
Dealers are enjoying their greatest sales
and expecting their best year since 1937.
It is good to be producing the things
America needs,and to be setting records
on the way!

More than 160 American firms
are building new plants uncle'
the defense program.
—
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Loans are repaid like rent—From current into
You live in your own home while your rent money pa
off your loan—when we finance your home. The pr
cipal as well as interest cost gradually vanish. Detai
gladly given.

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
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—Freeze More lee Faster and Keep Food Really Safe
No Matter Pow Hot the Weather
Price Trends
Are Upward

MORE DEPENDABLE 8E1:VICE—No matter how hot the weather. MI w
always depend on your e.'ectitc refrigerator to freeze more tss tota es
ever, and to keep meats, dairy products, vegetables, etc., properly chilled Ana
wholesome . . . with accurate cold control and special cold-andmooture tone'
for different foods.

BUY NOW
and
SAVE MONEY

LOWER PRICES—Choose any one of a dozen standard makes of elem°
refrigerator in the average family size (6 to 7 cubic-foot capacity), 011
'
'
06
quality materials and workmanship, and you can buy it at a much lover ro
than any other kind of mechanical refrigerator.
OPERATING COST as low al 35e A MONTH—Metric refrigerator operafiq
cost is 50% lower today than five years ago. It's as low as 3Sc a month- t( 6e,
average considerably less than a dollar—the price of two or three sucks
chewing gum per day.
GREATER CONVENIENCE—Food compartment equipment and shelf arror
resent in the new electric refrigerators give
more storage space and gT"c6
convenience than ever .. . saving much time and work in preparation of meds
SS% CHOSE ELECTRICS--More than
refritt
2,600,000 buyers chose efwl'ir
tremors in 1940. That was 85% of all
mechanical refrigerators sold for home use
It is because electric refriger•tors have
proved their reliability, economy, ow
venience and sturdiness year after year.
You, too, will always hr gia
bought an electric refrigerator.

The 1941

something over 1,11
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A. Woodall retrned S
Louisville where he at

More Surplus Food
Valued At $47,102
Surplus foods to the value
$47,102 were moved by the Food
Stamp Program of the Surplus
Marketing Administration, United States Department of Agriculture, in Kentucky during tilt'
month of March.
This figure represents the total amount of bale stamps is:meal throughout the Sizie during the month. In addition; the
9,534 participants in the stamp
program in Kentcky cluing thc
month maintained the.r regular
purchases of foodstuffs by buying $48,172 of orange stamps
during the month. With their
families, the participants repres.tnted 22,807 persons in the
State receiving benefits cf the
program.
Louisville and Jefferson county led in the amount of stamp:
issued with $33,442 in free btu
stamps and $36.745 in orange
stamps. Paducah and McCracken county was second sith $13.tif30 in blue stamps and A11,426
In orange stamps.
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Pay For Thernaelvaa With
Sayings—Sea Thom at your Deoli
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Bolivian Flier Burns To Death
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Insurance Agent
Free Derby Trip
. Woodall retrned Sunday
Louisville where he attendinsurance conference at
endennis Club Friday. Mr.
was awartled the trip
iting an alloted amount of
ce, totaling around $20,a period of five days. He
ccompanied by Mrs. Woodd C. A., Jr., who visited
d Mrs. Woodall's daughs. Virgil Smith.

State of Kentucky,
Caldwell Circuit Court:
Karl Feller and Emily
Feller
Plaintiffs
Vs.
S. L. Crook and R. E.
Crook, his wife
Defendants
In EQUITY
By virtue of a judgment of the
Caldwell Circuit Court rendered
in the above entitled cause at
the March term, 1941, the undersigned will on the 3rd. MONDAY,
the 10th. day of May, 1941, being
County Court day, between the
hours of 10 am. and 3 p.m., at
the Courthouse door in Princeton. Ky., proceed to .expose to
Public sale to the highest bidder
the following property:
Two hundred Shares of
capital stock of S. L. Crook
Corporation; Evidenced by
Certificate No. 31 for fifty
shares; Certificate No. 32 for
fifty shares; Certificate No.
33 for fifty shares; Certificate No. 34 for fifty shares.
A certain tract of land in or
near Crider, Caldwell County.
Kentucky, containing 37 acres
more or leas which was conveyed
to B. L. Crook and R. E. Crook,
his wife, by W. J. Sullivan by
deed dated October 26, 1937, recorded in Deed Book 67, page
323, Caldwell County Court
Clerk's Office. It being the same
land conveyed to W. J. Sullivan,
et al., by T. 0. Jones and wife
by two deeds, the first dated August 24, 1917, recorded in Deed
Book 41, page 382, Caldwell
County Court Clerk's Office; the
second dated Feb. 21, 1918, recorded in Deed Book No. ea, page
86, Caldwell County Court Clerk's
Office, which is more particularly described as follows:
A certain tract, piece or parcel
of land lying and being in Caldwell County, Kentucky, in the
village of Crider and bounded as
follows:
Beginning on a stone corner
of 20 A tract thence N. 62 W.
40542 poles to a black oak and
stone, thence S. 23 W. 66 P. to
a stone on the side of Princeton-Fredonla road, thence with
said road S. 75 E. 6 P. S. 58 E. 35
P. to a stone, thence N. 23 E. 62
P. to the beginning and containing' 16 A. 94 sq. rods more or less
and is a part of same land conveyed to T. 0. Jones by J. E.
Crider and wife by deed dated
November 2, 1916, and now of
record in Deed Book 34, page 637,
Caldwell County Court Clerk's
Office.
Three certain tracts, pieces or
parcels of land lying and being
in Caldwell County, Kentucky,
near Crider, Kentucky, and
bounded as follows:
FIRST TRACT: Beginning at
a stone in W. side of road leading from Crider to Princeton
and Fredonia, road, thence N. 38
W. 211 ft. 4 inches to a stone
S. 52 W. 206'42 ft. to a stone, S.
38 E. 211 ft. 4 inches to a stone
in hedge row N. 514 E. 206% ft.
to the beginning, containing one
acre:
SECOND TRACT: Beginning at
a gate post corner to lot formerly owned by Dr. L. E. Nichols,
thence with a line of same N.
37% W. 13 rods, less 3 links to
another corner of same, S. 51%
W. 13 rods less 3 links to a stone,

$119.50 DonatedHere
To Crippled Children

Reporting on Kentucky's readiness for the defense program,
Dr. Static Erikson, chairman of
the Kentucky Nutrition Committee and head of the University of Kentucky home economics department, gives the following requirements:
First returns from State headThe health of the people must quarters on the recent'campaign
be raised by one-third-that is, here for Crippled Children via
a general improvement approxi- sale of Easter Seals was received
mating that, for everyone.
by D. D. Dugan this week, giving
The 996,000 individuals re- the sum received here as $179.25
portedly below the borderline of to date,
health must have far better food,
Mr. Dugan said this is in line
better balanced, as well as medi- with last year's Crippled Chilcal care.
dren's campaign and that he Us
Larger gardens with more va- receiving more contributions
rieties of vegetables are urgently which will bring the total doneeded.
nated here up to around $200,
Use of fish liver oil for chil- the sum realized last year, with
dren; a quart of milk daily for contributions continuing to be
children and a pint for adults; received up to July 1.
everyone use several vegetables
"Returns throughout the State
daily and an egg a day.
show an increase over the
"In addition to giving aid to amount raised in 1940," Mr. DalSmoke and steam rose from the burning wrtckago of a plane in which two Bolivian airforce
Britain in the fight against the ton said, "and from comparaofficers crashed on a take-0ff from the airport at Washington, D. C. Capt. Rafael Suarez Rivas Axis powers,
America has deter- tive trends checked against those
was burned to death and Capt. Alberto Taborea was injuted. The body of Captain Rivas was
mined to raise the health of her of former years, the campaign
(Associated Press Telemat)
still in the wreckage when this picture was taken.
own people. A time of crisis should reach
its goal of $50,000
often can be turned into a pe- Returns will continue to come
to a white oak, thence N.
8.34% E. 13 rods less 3 links to
riod
of
great
gain,
if
long-term
in for several months."
495,
2 W. N. 52% W.) 94%
a stone in fence, with said fence,
planning is done. The health
All money raised in the anpoles to a poplar in the origN. 51% E. 13 rods less 3 links to
and
nutrition
program
in de- nual Easter drive is spent thru
inal line, thence N. 22% B.
the beginning and containing State of Kentucky,
fense
is
long-term; no item is the Commission, which has 16,(N. 21% E.) 60% poles to the
Caldwell Circuit Court:
one acre:
too small for attention, nor any 2:74 cases of young crippled on
beginning, being the same
THIRD TRACT: Beginning on Earl B. Williamson, ete.Pl'ff.
purpose too large to be achieved its files and has treated 7,822 of
Vs.
real estate conveyed to W.
a stone in line of lot No. 2, Beatrice Hart, et al
Der ts.
by united effort," concluded the these children at an estimated
A. Williamson by Cordis N.
thence N. 63 W. 68 poles to a
In EQUITY
State chairman.
cost of $7/2 each.
by
deed
Adams and wife
stone, thence S. 23 W. 62 Poles
By virtue of a judgment aLthe
dated October 4, 1918, and
to a stone on the road, thence Caldwell Circuit Court rendered
above entitled cause at
Dairymen Beat
recorded in Deed Book. 43,' At His Word
with same Et 58 H. 27 poles to in the
Camp Robinson, ark. 013)
the March term, 1941, the under-Sgt The Ration Law
Page 10, Caldwell County
a stake near the bridge, N. 25 signed will on the 3rd. MONDAY,
John L. Hixon, of Atchinson,
Court Clerk's office, said
Berlin (JP)-Clermans can have
E. 6 poles N. 58 E. 7 S. 66 E. 17 the 19th. day of May, 1941, being
tract containing 147 acres,
Kas., chanced to mention on a whipped cream again but not
P. S. 52 E. 12 P. to a stake in County Court day, between the
more or less.
radio program that he longed for quite the pre'-war kind.
Crider road with same, N. 42 E. hours of 10 a.m. and 3 pm., at
The above real estate shall
the sight of the spring flowers
15 P. N. 46W. 13 P. N. 45 E. 29 the Courthouse door in PrinceAn ersatz product has been
subject
to
a
lease
be
sold
Poles to the beginning and con- ton, Ky., proceed to expose to
blooming in the home state. A put on the market almost equal
upon said property for the
taining 20 acres, this tract be- public sale to the highest bidder
few days later the postman In taste to the real thing. Made
Earl
year
1941,
uow
held
by
ing a part of same land con- the following property:
B. Williamson.
brought a big box of daffodils in the Netherlands, its ingrediveyed to T. 0. Jones by J. E.
A certain tract, parcel or
Said sale is being made for the and bluebells-sent by a
Crider and wife by deed dated
listener, ents do not fall under war-time
piece of land, situated, lying
of
division
among
heirs
purpose
November 2, 1916, and now of
rationing laws.
and being in Caldwell Counof W. A. Williamson, deceased. his mother.
record in Deed Book 34, page 637,
ty, Kentucky, on the waters
The purchaser will be required
Caldwell County Court Clerk's
of Dry Fork of Eddy Creek
to give bond with good personal
Office. Tracts No. 1-2 are the
and bounded as follows: Besecurity for the payment of the
same land conveyed to T. 0.
ginning at a sycamore origpurchase nuVey, payable to the
Jones by W. B. Moore by deed
inal corner of the Handley
Master Comneeoioner, bearing 6
dated August 28, 1916, and now
Military survey, thence S.
percent
interest from date until
of record in Deed Book 34, page
70% E. (72542) 131 poles to a
paid, having the effect of a Judg636, Caldwell County Court
black gum and white oak.
ment or Reple'.'n bond, on which
Clerk's Office.
thence S. 46 E. (46%) 83%
execution may issue at maturity,
Or so much thereof as will
poles to a stone in Johnawith a lien reserved for the payproduce the sum of $6,075.00 and
then P. Holloway's line of
ment thereof. Said sale will be
cost, the amount so ordeded to
another tract, J. L. Nabb's
made on a credit of 6 months.
be made. The purchaser will be
corner, thence with his line
Amy Frances Littlepage,
required to give bond with good
S. 23½ W.76 poles to a stone
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
personal security for the paynear a brushy pond, thence
Attorney: M. P. Eldred
ment of the purchase money,
N. 23,W. (N. 25 W.).161 poles
Princeton, Ky., April 25, 1941.
payable to the Master Commissioner, bearing 6 percent interest from date until paid, having
the effect of a Judgment or Replevin bond, on which execution
may issue at maturity, with a
lien reserved for the payment
thereof. Said sale will be made
on a credit of 6 months.
Amy Frances Littlepage,
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
Attorney: C. A. Pepper.
Princeton, Ky., April 25, 1941.

CAN 47 STATES BE WRONG
AND fiellENTUCKY RIGHT?

Importation of wool and dairy
products by the United States
from Argentina has increased
since advent oi the war.

If you believe that "Ice is Ice," no matter how it's
made, just snake these simple tests:
Chip a piece of manufactured ice which has
been used to chill and purify the food in a PROGRESS or VITALAIRE ICE REFRIGERATOR.
Let it melt in an empty glass with no water to
dilute it. Taste it! Smelrit! You will be unable
to dctect any foreign flavor - Not the slightest
odor.
As ifto discourage any undue optimism,there are voices that
are being raised these days in earnest if indirect prophecy of ultimate disaster
for the railroads. These are the voices promoting unplanned, uncoordinated

Keep Food Really Safe
ot the Weather

and costly transportation. They forecast inland waterways thickly sprinkled
with carriers from barges to ocean-going liners, highways packed with motor
trucks,sky black with airplanes, pipelines tunneling under roads and rails.
Railroads have a story, too, and they have voices to tell it.

matter how hot the weather. YOU 11
tbd
ator to freeze more
tad
vegetables, etc., properly chilled
1 and special cold-and -moisture road

MILLIONS OF VOICES. Voices that call for planning in transportation.
Voices that recognize the supremacy of railroads as the nation's chiefreliance
for transportation. Voices that declare railway service is essential and, with

lectric
a dozen standard makes of e
'
s
cubic.foot capacity), of h'gb!
ou can buy it at • much lower PC'
tor.
NTH-Rectric refrigerator optrgig
.lit as low as 35c a month, with*
he price of two or three sticks
to 7

equipment and Shelf Orange"
Ye more storage space and grto6
.
e and work in preparation of meal,
reftie
,600,000 buyen chose electric
home oar
nical refrigerators sold for
01
,ved their reliability, economy.'
You, too, will always be glad r"

.artfTleirit

half a chance, cannot be beaten in doing its job.
These are the voices, first of all, of railway managements,
the official spokesmen of the industry. Then the owners, too, a million or
snore. Then the direct creditors, another million. Then the indirect creditors,
many additional millions-savings bank depositors,insurance policy holders,
teachers and students in endowed institutions of learning.
Added to these for anything that clearly benefits the
industry as ei whole are the voices of railway labor. They speak for more
than a million workers devoting lives to this form of public service. And
last, but not leost, are the voices of those among the public who believe
in the ORDERLY development of the nation's transportation.
These are persuasive voices. They are voices strong in
the justice of their cause. They are voices that must be heard and will
not be denied.

WHEN the fond mother exclaimed: "They're all out
W of step but Jiml" she didn't realize that her lugfooted boy was spoiling the whole parade.
... .And, so, maybe the 3,000,000 people of Kentucky
don't realize that our State's absurdly rigid regulation of
the motor truck industry is "gumming up" the parade of
national defense. The Kentucky laws limit the gross weight
of any freight hauling truck to 18,000 pounds-truck and
load combined. This restriction makes our State a serious
bottle neck in transportation of vital war materials, both for
the defence industries which are springing up throughout
the State and to military cantonments such as Fort Knox.
• ... No other State has a load limit of less than 30,000
pounds gross weight, and the 127,000,000 people of this
country who live outside of Kentucky enjoy better service,
more business, higher tax revenue from the trucking industry and-last, but not least-a saving on everything
they eat, they wear, they use.
• . . The situation is particularly serious in Kentucky, too,
because 77% of the communities in our State have no
other method of rapid freight transporation-they are
served only by the trucking industry. And Kentucky farmers are the most seriously affected, since 75% of Ken.
tucky's farm products go to market in trucks.

Place some ice cubes which have been frozen
in an other type refrigerator, where strongly flavored foods have been kept cold. Let it melt in an
empty glass with no water to dilute it! Taste it!
Smell it!

MANUFACTURED ICE

PROGRESS or
VITALAIRE
-because it does not &hair*
food gases and impurities in
the freezing process. It drains
thz.m out of your refrigerates,
Let us prove it(

learn the facts; discuss them with
your representatives in the Legislature; and with candidates in the
coming Primary.
FREE MOVIE!-"Singing Irheels"Thrilling 22-minute feature, for club
meetings. Inquire-Motor Truck Club
of Kentucky.

V1TALAIRE
for 5 days free
trial in your home.

MOTOR TRUCK CLUB of KENTUCKY
ROOM 312 KENTUCKY HOTEL, LOUISVILLE, KY.
I Vol/II/cr.

•iiticricun Trucking,

I
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Rudolph Hess' Flight In Pictures
Route Of Hess' I lt iht

Hess, With Hitler

Type Plane Hess Used In Flight

---.417/es

NORTH
SEA
DE N MA

hip Patrol
Oilier On
Spot
n Battleships
Nazi Subs In
Site Zone War
me
M. Beatty
suture Writer
is possible to
ans nap part of the
(alestion "How close
American shores?"
hare to do is to take:
ffitler combat zone as
the German govern-eh pa and superhm-

Rudolf Hess, Nazi No. 3 man, piloted a Messerschmitt ME110 single seat fighter of the type
shown above in his flight from Augsburg, Germany to a point near Glasgow, Scotland, where he
parachuted to the earth and was captured by
(Associated Press Telemat)
the British.
aNNEINIMIM11111.111=11
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Wylie Brown Home
From AAA Meeting

ghum.
To reach the second objective
it is urged that farm people produce beyond their needs foods
particularly needed for defense
purposes abroad.

Hears Program
Stressing More Food
For Defense

411IGH

Mrs. Thomas Hammonds, Hopkinsviile; Mr. James Locke Humphries and Mr. J. 0. Humphries,
Rudolf Hess (right), official No. 2 heir to the Nazi realm, who
Paducah; Miss Lurline Humph- landed in Scotland sif'er an unexplained airplane flight from the
Wylie Brow n, Otter Pond, ries, Mrs. R. J. Humphries and Reich. here greets Adolf Hitler (left). on the occasion of a Nazi
Route 1, chairman of the county daughters, Rebecca and Ann. party rally at Nurnberg, Germany. (Associated Press Telemat)
week-end with
committee, Caldwell County Agri- Cadiz, spent the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cal Humphries,
cultural Conservation AssociaSeven Oaks.
tion, has just returned from
James Raymond Woodall,
Charlotte, N. C., where he atMrs. C. W. Metcalfe. who has grandson of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
tended the East Central ReWoodall, and Miss Lucille Kemp,
been confined to her home for
gional AAA conference together
Dalton, are among 68 Murray
some time due to illness, fell on
with 700 other farmer representElate College students who will
the porch Tuesday and is very
atives from seven states, May 8,
ill today. Mr. Metcalfe is also receive degrees during gradua9 and 10. The program stressed
Members of Homemaker Clubs, confined to his bed. Mr. and tion week, June 1-5. Woodall
increased supplies of foods for
will receive a B.S. degree, while
National Defense. The U. S. De- AAA committeemen and their Mrs. Orland Love, Marion, visMiss Kemp will receive a B.S. in
partment of Agriculture is ask- wives, poultrymen, dairymen, hog ited at the Metcalfe horns Tueshome economics.
ing that more food be produced producers, members of land use day.
for defense; first, for defense on planning committees and Farm
the home front, by making it Security clients are urged to atpossible for this nation to be tend a meeting for discussion of
well fed; second, for defense agriculture's place in the Naabroad by producing food to tional Defense Program at the
send to countries actively en- courthouse here Wednesday aft- Effective now, all clasAfied ads
ernoon, May 21, at 1:30 o'clock, must be paid for when ordered,
gaged in war.
To help reach the first objec- County Agent J. F. Graham said except in cases of business firms
having regular advel.ising active, farm people are urged to Wednesday. Program is for purgrow larger gardens with a pose of familiarizing farm folk counts with The Leader. There
greater variety of vegetables and with problems facing them, to will be no deviation from this
with ample surplus to can and inform them of contributons that rule.
store for winter use, to increase can be made and need for a MALE HELP WANTED — Good
production of dairy and poultry sound constructive program here. Watkins route open now in
,
products, of pork, beef and lamb Miss Nancy Scrugham, home Princeton. No car or experience
for the home supply. Added to demonstration agent, is cooper- 'necessary; Watkins Company
Graham for the
this may be home produced or- ating with
largest and best known and
chard crops and small fruits, meeting.
products easiest sold; usual
home grown cereals and sorearnings $20 to $35 a week.

Mrs. C. W.Metcalfe Is
Very Ill After Fall

Farm Folk Urged
To Attend Defense
Meet Here May 21

HIGH v.latany
HIGH
to
IIiii
HIGH

tO give
You instant starts

power to breeze
you up the hills
enti.k,ock
give
velvet smoothness
mileage to give
you savings
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NOTICE!

After Saturday, May 17,the city will
collect garbage on Saturday only. Next
regular collection day will be Saturday,
May 24.
L C. Lisman,
Mayor of Princeton.
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To Gather Garbage
On Saturday Only

Regular collection of garbage, HELP WANTED — Personable
begun four months ago by the young woman, not over 30,
with
City, two days each week, will good personality, able to meet
be done only on Saturday after public with smile. Experience
in
May 17, Mayor L. C. Lisman said sewing helpful but not necesMonday. Collection went on as sary. No interviews. Apply
by
usual Tuesday and will be done letter, eating experience and
Saturday but due to a much church affiliation to
Box 529,
better garbage condition than i Princeton. Ky.
tf
existed several months ago, only
F
If excess acid causes you
a day each week is now neces- IREEI
awry for keeping the city clean,I Pains of StA3rnach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Gas Pains,
he said.
Belching, Bloating, Nausea, get
JW°-.1-6` a free sample, Udga, at Dawson
Drug Store.
pdmay20

Jerk Up That Lower Lip;
Get Action in Yo Feet
IT'S TIME TO HAVE
FUN!TIME TO START
<ENJOYIN' YOURSELF!

WHERE TO GO? and what to do?
It's the beautiful DREAM-LITE CLUB!
ONE MILE WEST
OF MADISONVILLE

Dream-Lite

Write J. R. Watkins Company,
70-72 W. Iowa Ave., Memphis,
Tenn.
4t

Dine and Dance in western Kentucky's most modem night spot. New, ultra-modern dance floor ...
Select foods at all times. Courteous, speedy service. Come on out . . . enjoy yourself after a
day's work.

We'll show you a really enjoyable
evening. Make a date now for the DREAM-LITE
CLUB tonight. You'll be coming back again and
again. Remember . . . it's only a mile west of
Madisonville on Highway 41.

FOR SALE — One used Progress
Ice Refrigerator, good as new
and one used electric refrigerator.— McConnell Electric Company, phone 536.
FOR SALE — That good thick
buttermilk at 20c per gallon.—
Princeton Cream and Butter Co
FOR RENT—Apartment, private
bath, gas refrig2rator. Large bed
room with private bath.— Mrs.
Laban Kevli, phone 38.
BARGAIN in old newspapers for
quick disposal-3 buhdies, liberal
size, 10 cents. Leader Office.
FOR RENT-3-room apartment,
and furnished rooms. Apartment
either furnished of unfurnished.
Conveniently located.--Mrs. T. H.
King, 417 E. Market St., Phone
547.
Itp
FOR SALE—Hay, corn and an
eight cylinder Nash car—Mary
F. Hollowell. 503 S. Jefferson St.,
Phone 614.
lip
FOR RENT —Furnished apartment, convenien'ly located, modern conveniences. - Miss Ivye'
Conway. 315 N. Harrsion, Call I'
113.
2tp

Rudolf Bess, No. 3 man in the Nazi regime, might
lowed this direct route in his flight from Augsburg is
Germany to Glasgow, Scotland, where he was cap's
British after he parachuted to earth. The British
nounce the capture until two days after he landed in
The motive of his night was not officially announced
(Associated Press Te
dent Marshall Eldred
nesday.

'I Am An American
Day' To Be Observed
By Civic Clubs Here

Special programs in keeping
with the national celebration of
"I Am an American Day." will
be presented by several of the
civic organizations here at their
regular meetings next week. Kiwants Club wit present a prograin arranged by the citizenship committee ,composed of A.
W. Jones, Dr. F. T. Linton and
T. J. Simmons, with a speaker
on some subject related to the
theme of the celebration, Presi-

The program will
May 22.. Rotary
kilted Wednesday the
arrange a suitable
The day will also be
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Alabama Triumphs

15c
Sandwich Cookies lb. 10c
SOUP
2 tall cans 15c
SOUP
3 tall cans 29c

CORN

Table Garden Salad Dressing or

Loving Cup

Marshmallow Cakes, lb.

10 lb

New Potatoes

Columbia

Soda

Campbell's TOMATO

CRACKERS 10-lb. bo
Cracker
3 pkg:
JACKS

Campbell's Cream of mushroom

Gold Cord Country Gentler/MI

in

Sandwich Spread, lg. jar In

(The coffee with the wonderful

Pineapple 2 No. 2,cans

25c

Splendid 'Quality

Shredded Cocoanut, lb.

Grapefruit

2 No. 2 cans

Red Pitted

(Sweetened or Unsweetened)
Vienna

SAUSAGE

Cherries

3 No. 2 can

Gayle

No. 1/2 can

_

Mack Eyed (with Pork)

PEAS

3-lb. Pkg

COFFEE

Top-TeSt Sliced

JUICE

3 No. 2 can

4 No. 2 cans

29c

Beauty Soap

2 cake
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MAKES THE

MEAL

This ballot is good
f
s

Choice Chuck

BEEF ROAST

rcss

Round or Loin

BEEF STEAK

32c

lb.
Bologna Sausage ,
Fresh Fruit - Fresh
Vegetablaes - Fresh Meats.
More for your Money all the time.
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